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Background
 Drivers for international commercial law reform
 Historical development
 Presently: what is said, what is fundamental, and what impacts ratification
 Role of economic benefits and economic assessment in international commercial
law reform
 The audience – lawyers, economists, and governmental

 Data re future changes in law -- timing and causation issues (will revisit
below) issue
 Modelling and market conditions [first thoughts]
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Outline of economic assessment-related
developments from project inception
 Wording in, responses to, and conclusions of, the project inception questionnaire
(prior to 1992)
 AWG’s initial letters to UNIDROIT, statement of principles, and criteria for
supporting the effort (1994)
 Sanders and Walters economic impact assessment (1997)
o conclusions
o conditioned on the text reflecting the ‘asset-based financing principles’
 Eximbank decision to provide 33% reduction (‘CTC discount’) on otherwise
applicable fee (prior to entry into force (2006), 2003)
 OECD’s Aircraft Sector Understanding (‘ASU’) permits a (smaller though on
higher fees and more complex) CTC discount for large aircraft (2007)
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Outline of economic assessment-related
developments from project inception
 First country-specific economic impact assessment (Linetsky, UK ratification
(2010))
 ASU permits across the board 10% discount on higher fees (2011)
o Similar to points above, with ‘qualifying declarations’, and, going-forward,
with a required ‘questionnaire’ confirming inter alia the primacy of the CTC

 Wool articles on economic benefits (treaty design, 2012), implementation (with
Jonovic, 2014), and compliance (2015)
 Development of international rating agencies criteria taking into account CTC
(2010 ~ present)
 First CTC EETC (Doric (Emirates), 2012+2013); Virgin Australia (2013); Air
Canada 2013 + 2015); THY (2015); LATAM (2015)
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Conceptual framework for assessment of
economic benefits
 See next slide – general formula being developed under
Oxford/UNIDROIT economic assessment of law reform project
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Economic Assessment of International
Commercial Law Reform
General Formula in respect of Economic Benefit
‘This general formula is being developed under the Oxford/UNIDROIT economic assessment of

law reform project and is used herein solely for discussion purposes’

Economic Benefit = [Normative+ Non Normative] – Z
(better rule)

Risk
reductio
n

Applicability
to transactions

DATA

-

(international rule)

Compliance
perceived/actual

Problems with
Availability
Causation
Variables
Disparities

Cost of creating/
transitioning to
rule

Transaction and litigation costs
absent uniform harmonised rule

Assessment (when)
1.Ex ante
1.1 Project inception
1.2 adoption
2. Ex post

Elements of
See R A C T above

Fundamental Policy Issues
I. Are there other means to achieve EB
(repeat above and compare)
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II. How are EB to be weight against the retention of
current law (a broader cost-benefit analysis)

III. What are the context specific
limitations on quantification

Some points on elements of that conceptual
framework, as applied
 Implementation – see next slide and AWG national summary of national
implementation (www.awg.aero)

 Relationship between legal and political risk – see second and third charts below

 Data-related issues (availability, causation, variables, and disparities; and timing
of)
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CTC – declarations and implementation
Eligible for OECD Discount
Angola

Ethiopia

Kazakhstan

Canada

Australia

Fiji

Kenya

Indonesia

Awaiting OECD review
Brazil

Jordan

Cape Verde Denmark

Madagascar

Malta

Myanmar New Zealand

Oman

Bahrain

Belarus

Bhutan

Cameroon

China

Colombia

Congo

Cuba

Egypt

Antilles

Kuwait

Latvia

Mexico

Spain

Afghanistan Bangladesh

Togo

India

Russia

Mongolia
United Kingdom

Norway

Albania

Qualifying
declarations, but
implementation
issues

Luxembourg
Mozambique San Marino

Malaysia

Malawi

Qualifying declarations
not adopted

South Africa Tanzania

Nigeria
Ukraine

UAE

Pakistan
Saudi Arabia

Panama

Rwanda

This is an
AWG chart
and is used
herein solely
for
discussion
purposes

Senegal
Aruba

Singapore Sweden

Turkey

Tajikistan

Vietnam

USA

Ireland
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CTC Compliance Assessment Framework
1

Presumption of Compliance

Yes

Variable

2
Commercial Market

Export Credit
No

Variable
fact specific

Yes

Political Risk Continuum
High

Medium
Strengthen/
rebut
presumption

Low
Confirm/rebut
presumption

Treaty Compliance –
1.
w/ CTC -- country specific
2.
w/ other treaties -- country specific
3.
re countries generally

Data
(a) Cases (timing issue)
(b) Practical experience
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Other / supplemental means of
addressing compliance concerns (?)
(i)
political risk insurance
(ii) gov’t compliance undertaking,
perhaps with binding arbitration
(iii) CTC cover under ASU

This was
prepared by J.
Wool is used
herein solely
for discussion
purposes

Notes
1

Absent precedent. The presumption of compliance should be stronger than for (i) national law, and (ii) other treaties, given the (a) ASU mechanism (effectively, a collective
enforcement device), and (b) aviation context (with a treaty-based and ICAO institutional culture of compliance).

2

Countries are eligible for the CTC discount if qualifying declarations have been made and CTC prevails over conflicting laws absent non-compliance. See ASU, Appendix II,
articles 35, 38 and 42.

3

To be reported on in CTC Academic Project’s (‘RANJA’)

4

Also for medium-risk countries? Dependent on form of financing?
10
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CTC Compliance Model
CTC MV – maximum
value of CTC
compliance

(1)

(2)

Factor A – X’s
political risk
factor

(3)

(4)
Factor B – X’s CTC
compliance expectation
factor

Factor C – X’s CTC
experience/precedent
factor
Notes
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

(5)

(6)

CTC MV is the 'maximum value of full compliance with the CTC', assuming that the qualifying declarations were made and the treaty was properly implemented, such that
it prevails over conflicting national law. The CTC MV is set at 10 in all cases.
The impact, linked to the category of a particular country (X), on CTC MV of Factor A (see point [3] below) depends upon the strength of the general 'presumption of
compliance' applicable to the CTC. This would take into account two factors: (i) the position on treaty compliance generally, and (ii) the position on compliance with CTC
generally, given the consequences of non-compliance (e.g., loss of ASU CTC discount and reputational costs in aviation legal and commercial / investment circles
(magnified by the publicity systems being put in place)).
Factor A for a particular country (X) will depend on political risk / rule of law rating of that country. This will be objective. The reduction would be between 0 and a number
to be determined. In long-hand, this will be called the 'political risk factor'.
If the result of Factor A is to retain a compliance score (CS) of 10, that is, a reduction of 0, then Factor B is skipped. Go to Factor C.
Factor B for a particular country (X) assumes no practical experience / precedent under the CTC. If there is such experience / precedent, go directly to Factor C. Factor B
will depend a country specific assessment of the likelihood that X will comply with the CTC. This will involve reasoning based on legal, political, and historical
considerations, much like the factors taken into account by the rating agencies in the recent EETC transactions. That noted, efforts are needed to make this more objective,
empirical, and quantifiable. An approach might be a comparative assessment of treaty compliance by specific countries. There may be other factors. Factor B may
increase or decrease the CS. This is the most difficult part of the model. In long-hand, this will be called the 'CTC compliance expectation factor'.
Factor C for a particular country (X) assumes practical experience / precedent under the CTC. In terms of magnitude, this will be the most significant factor. Factor C may
increase or decrease the CS. In long-hand, this will be called the 'CTC experience / precedent factor'.
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This was
prepared by J.
Wool is used
herein solely
for discussion
purposes
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Empirical aspects, data, proof, and issues

 Analysis of the capital market transactions
 Banks’ internal modelling- Basel rules
 Leasing – different factors and effects of CTC compared with banking and capital
market transactions
 Modelling versus market conditions [further thoughts]
 The important role of ex post assessments (e.g., compare same transaction, with
same borrower, pre-and post CTC (all other factors equal)
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